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Electroconvection in nematic liquid crystals with positive dielectric and negative
conductivity anisotropy
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Electroconvection in an unusual nematic compound with strongly positive dielectric anisotropy and negative
anisotropy of the conductivity is investigated. For homeotropic alignment, where one has a direct transition to
rolls or squares depending on the frequency of the applied voltage, we present a quantitative theory. From the
comparison we infer values for some viscosities, which are rather unusual, but not unreasonable in view of the
vicinity of the nematic-smectic transition. For planar alignment, electroconvection sets in above a splay Freed-
ericksz transition with ‘‘parallel rolls,’’ which is also captured by the theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nematic liquid crystals, the simplest type of intrinsical
anisotropic fluids, continue to provide model systems fo
wide variety of interesting nonlinear dynamical phenome
like optical instabilities@1#, flow-induced nonlinear wave
@2#, critical properties of nonequilibrium transitions@3#, and
in particular electrically or thermally driven convection in
stabilities @3,4# ~see also Ref.@5#, and references therein!.
Whereas convection in nematics has so far contributed
stantially to our general understanding of anisotropic patte
forming systems, we present here in particular a direct tr
sition to isotropic convection, which opens up scenario
unaccessible in simple fluids.

In nematics, the mean orientation of the rodlike molecu
is described by the directorn̂. The anisotropy is reflected in
the material parameters such as the conductivity tensors i j
5s'd i j 1saninj , where sa5s i2s' ~and similarly the
permittivity e i j ). Heres i ands' are the conductivities par
allel and perpendicular ton̂, respectively. Electroconvectio
~EC! driven by an ac voltageA2U cos(vt) ~effective ampli-
tudeU, frequencyv52p f ) is commonly observed in nem
atics of positive conductive (sa.0) and negative dielectric
anisotropy (ea,0). Widely used and extensively studied e
amples from this class of materials are MBBA,I52, and
Merck phases 4 and 5@5#, where experiments and theor
match very well. In this paper we focus on EC for a ne
nematic with the combination ofsa,0 and ea.0, which
has not been studied up to now~we are aware of one mea
surement carried out on a mixture, but the results are mo
unpublished@6#!.

To appreciate a number of interesting features which w
be described below, we first summarize some results of
conventional casesa.0 and, to start with,ea,0. In this
paper we restrict ourselves to the ‘‘conduction regime,’’ i.
v below the familiar cutoff frequency. In the well-studie
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planarly aligned cells (n̂ anchored parallel to the boundin
plates leading to an axial anisotropy in the plane of
layer!, convection sets in directly from the homogeneo
state at the thresholdUc(v). Slightly above onset, ordere
roll patterns associated with a periodic director distorti
characterized by the critical wave vectorqc(v) are found.
The phenomenon can be described quantitatively by refi
versions of the original Helfrich-Orsay theory~‘‘standard
model’’! @4,7#.

When decreasingsa ~at ea,0), Uc anduqcu increase and
diverge atsa8/uea8u5ua2u/h121(.0), wheresa85sa /s' ,
ea85ea /e' and h15(2a21a41a5)/2. The material con-
stantsa1 , . . . ,a6 are the Leslie viscosity coefficients@8,9#.
Whenea is increased and becomes positive, while the ot
material parameters are kept fixed, the EC threshold is ev
tually preceded by the spatially homogeneous splay Free
icksz transition, i.e., an equilibrium transition, which in
volves a distortion of the director field. The nonlinear aspe
of the competition between EC and the Freedericksz tra
tion have been of recent interest@10#.

In contrast, for conventional materials (sa.0, ea,0)
with homeotropicalignment (n̂ anchored perpendicular t
the bounding plates leading to an isotropic configuratio!,
one can have a direct transition to EC only whenea8 is near
zero anda3,0 @4,11,12#. ThenUc is large andqc is of order
(a2 /a3)1/2d21@1 (d is the sample thickness!. We are aware
of only one brief remark about an experimental observat
@11#. For manifestly negativeea , there is first a bend Freed
ericksz transition, which spontaneously breaks the isotro
followed by a transition to convection, driven by a mech
nism very similar to that in planar cells@4,12#. The rolls,
however, are disordered, which has recently led to exten
studies@13#.

We now turn to the new casesa,0 andea.0. For ho-
meotropicalignment, the possibility of a direct transition t
EC has been hinted at in the early literature@9#. For planar
alignment, a transition to EC can occur only after a sp
Freedericksz transition, where a homeotropic layer devel
in the bulk of the cell.~For completeness, we mention th
for negativesa andea , one does not expect a linear thres
©2002 The American Physical Society13-1
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BUKA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051713 ~2002!
old. There is, however, experimental evidence for EC
nonlinear effects@14#.!

From the quantitative comparison between experim
and the linear and weakly nonlinear analysis we ded
some of the unknown material parameters. In particular,
find thata1 is positive and large anda3 is positive and larger
than usual. Since conventional nematics have negativea1
and very smalla3 ~usually negative, i.e., flow aligning@8#!,
this appears surprising. However, as noted theoretic
@15#, as well as experimentally using the mater
4-n-octyl-48-cyanobiphenyl@16#, and also in recent molecu
lar dynamics simulations@17#, a1 and a3 are expected to
become positive and, in fact, to diverge near a second-o
phase transition to a smectic phase. To our knowledge
present results represent the second experimental clue
this behavior~after the direct viscosity measurements of R
@16#!.

II. EXPERIMENT

Our experiments were done in the nematic phase o
‘‘swallow-tailed’’ compound, p-~nitrobenzyloxy!-biphenyl
@18#, which shows a phase sequence: isotrop
110 °C-nematic-94 °C-smectic-C-75 °C-smectic-F-(66.5 °C
-smectic-X)-69 °C-crystalline. The structure of the monotr
pic ~showing up only on cooling! smectic-X phase below the
smectic-F has not been identified. The extended smecticC
(Sc) phase together with the direct transition to the nema
phase is presumably responsible for the negative condu
ity anisotropy in the whole nematic range. Some mate
parameters such as the dielectric susceptibilities (e i ande'),
conductivities (s i and s'), and the elastic constant (K11)
have been measured as a function of temperature.

EC measurements have been carried out at 96 °C.
temperature was controlled in an Instec hotstage with an
curacy of 0.05 °C. Samples with planar and homeotro
alignment using commercial ‘‘EHC-Japan’’ cells have be
prepared with the nematic layer of thicknessd51161 mm
sandwiched between SnO2 coated float glass plates (x-y
plane! used as electrodes to apply the electric voltage ac
the sample~in the z direction!. The patterns have been ob
served in a polarizing microscope and recorded by a cha
coupled device camera connected to a frame grabber c
Images have been digitized with a spatial resolution
5123512 pixels and 256 grayscales.

III. HOMEOTROPIC ALIGNMENT

For homeotropic alignment, EC sets in directly from the
undistorted state via a supercritical bifurcation in the wh
conductive range up to its upper end at the cutoff freque
vcut . We foundvcuttq50.7, with the charge relaxation tim
tq5e0e' /s' . For low frequencies, we observe a pattern
disordered rolls~stripes! at threshold. For high frequencie
the rolls are replaced by squares. In the intermedia
frequency range, patches of rolls and squares (R1S, a mix-
ture of the two patterns! appear@see Figs. 1~a–c!#.

In the stripe patterns, one observes domain-wall-like lin
along which the roll orientation abruptly changes, typical
05171
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the zigzag~ZZ! instability. The in-plane director~projection
of the director onto thex-y plane! has been found experi
mentally to be perpendicular to the~local! roll direction. The
difference in brightness and contrast in the different doma
of Fig. 1~a! has a purely optical basis depending on the lo
angle between the director and the polarizer. Although
ZZ instability is characteristic for isotropic systems, th
structure can rarely be observed under quasistationary
ditions ~see below! @19#. Occasionally, rolls at differen
angles were separated by an overlap region. Increasing
voltage the pattern breaks up into patches, but still does
exhibit the point defects typical for anisotropic convectio
The ratio of areas with overlapping rolls and of paral
stripes increases with the frequency. No pure stripe regi
can be observed above a critical frequencyv* , with v* tq
50.56. Instead, we find square patterns@Fig. 1~c!#, which
retain near threshold some features of the ZZ character o
stripes, i.e., the lines making up the squares are undula
We call this structure soft square pattern.

A. Threshold behavior

Before presenting quantitative results, we discuss
qualitative features of the basic~Carr-Helfrich! destabiliza-
tion mechanism. Starting from a~small! director distortion
nx5nx0 sin(qx)cos(pz/d) aboutn̂5 ẑ, a space charge is gen
erated by the charge focusing mechanism. The density
space charges (rel) is obtained from the Poisson and char
conservation equations,

“•~e•e0E!5rel , “•~s•E1relv!52] trel , ~1!

where v denotes the velocity field. Linearizing around th
homeotropic orientation and writingE5E0 ẑcos(vt)2“w,
one easily obtains for the in-phase component of the cha
density@the component;sin(vt) is not needed#

FIG. 1. Snapshots of sections of EC patterns near onse@e
5(U22Uc

2)/Uc
250.038# for homeotropic alignment. ZZ rolls a

vtq50.1 ~corresponds to a physical size of 360mm3110mm! ~a!;
rolls1squares atvtq50.46 ~size 200mm365 mm! ~b!; and soft
squares atvtq50.65 ~size 120mm338 mm! ~c!.
3-2
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ELECTROCONVECTION IN NEMATIC LIQUID . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051713 ~2002!
FIG. 2. Section of a convection roll pattern with the central r
covering the area2p/(2q)<0<p/(2q), 2d/2<z<d/2 for ho-
meotropic alignment: velocity field~short dashed! and director field
n5(nx ,nz). ~a! a3 /ua2u50.15, ~b! negligible torque contribution
G3 (ua3 /a2u;0.01). Also indicated are the space charge distri
tions at a time where the electric field points upward~otherwise the
signs are reversed!.
05171
rel5Q~q8,v8!qnx0 sin~qx!cos~pz/d!e0E0 cos~vt !,

Q~q8,v8!52~sa82ea8!
s~q8!~11q82!

s~q8!21v82e~q8!2
,

e~q8!511ea81q82, s~q8!511sa81q82, ~2!

with q85qd/p, v85vtq . For our material with the Hel-
frich parameter,sa82ea8,0, i.e.Q.0, the space charge den
sity rel from Eq. ~2! is related to the director distortion a
indicated in Fig. 2~a! at a time where the electric field point
upward. The flow generated by the Coulomb for

^relE0 ẑcos(vt)& ~the symbol̂ •& denotes the time average!
is illustrated in Fig. 2~a!. The velocity fieldv exerts on the
director a torqueGy5G21G3, whereG252a2]zvx , G35
2a3]xvz;a3q82(p/d)vx ~the last estimate follows from
the incompressibility condition!. Clearly, G2 reinforces the
director distortion in most of the region~note thata2,0),
which provides the positive feedback for the director dist
tion, and thus the destabilization of the homeotropic direc
orientation. Stabilizing mechanisms are provided by the
electric torque on the director and the viscous damping of
flow. We note that in the usual nematics withsa82ea8.0, the
hydrodynamic torqueGy would have to be reverted in orde
to have a direct transition to EC. This requiresa3,0 and
q82;ua2 /a3u@1.

In Figs. 3~a,b!, the experimental results for the thresho
voltage Uc and the critical wave vectorqc are shown as
functions ofvtq . Also included are results from the linea
stability analysis of the standard nematohydrodynamic
scription @9# evaluated by a numerical Galerkin procedu
We have measured and used for the calculations the m
erial parameterse'57.5, ea53.9, sa /s'520.65, K11
59.5310212N. The rest were chosen in order to get a go
fit for Uc(v), qc(v), which led to the ratioK33/K1152.5
between bend and splay elastic constants, anda1 /ua2u
53.5, a3 /ua2u50.15, h1 /ua2u51.06, andh2 /ua2u50.21
for the viscosity constants@20#. The largea1 and positivea3
were necessary to obtain the correct low-frequency thresh

l

-

e
rmula
FIG. 3. Comparison between experimental~solid squares! and theoretical threshold voltage~a! and the corresponding critical wav
number~b! vs dimensionless frequency. Solid line represents rigorous Galerkin expansion; dot-dashed line represents two-mode fo@cf.
Eq. ~3!#, and the dashed represents one-mode formula@M (q8)[0 in Eq. ~3!#.
3-3
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and the quite strong increase~in comparison to the conven
tional sa.0 case! of qc vs v. The effective viscositiesh1
5(2a21a41a5)/2, h25(a31a41a6)/2, andh35a4/2
correspond to flow geometries withn̂ parallel to the flow
gradient, the flow velocity, and the vorticity, respectively (a1

comes in only whenn̂ is aligned obliquely@9#!.
In the assessment of the parameters, we were guide

an analytic approximation for the neutral curveU0(q) @with
the minimumUc5U0(qc)] obtained from a Galerkin expan
sion with twoz modes for the charge density and the direc
„e.g., nx;@cos(pz/d),cos(3pz/d)#… and one time-Fourier
mode.

U0
25

K33p
2

e0e'

2q82

S11S21A~S12S2!21M
, ~3!

S15
1

11k1q82 F I hQ~q8!
a22a3q82

hh~q8!
2ea

e f f~q8!G ,

S25
1

11k1q82/9
F I h8Q~q8/3!

a22a3q82/9

hh~q8!
2ea

e f f~q8/3!G ,

M5
4I hI h8~a22a3q82!~a22a3q82/9!Q~q8!Q~q8/3!

~11k1q82!~11k1q82/9!hh
2~q8!

,

ea
e f f~q8!

5q2ea8
@s~q8!~11sa8!1v82e~q8!~11ea8!#~11q2!

s~q8!21v82e~q8!2
,

hh~q8!5h21~h11h21a1!I 1q8221h1l1
4q824,

where k15K11/K33, and I h50.972 67, I h850.026 056, I 1

51.246 52, l151.505 62 are projection integrals. The r
sults of the two-mode formula are included in Figs. 3~a,b!
~dash-dotted! as well as the one-mode approximation o
tained from Eq.~3! by settingM (q8)50 ~dashed!, resulting
in U0

2;S1
21.

The one-mode formula, which captures already the cru
mechanisms, has been given before@5,12# without reference
to its applicability forsa,0. In the expressions forS1(q8)
@and S2(q8)], one recognizes the mechanisms discus
above: the driving mechanism proportional toQ(q8)(a2
2a3q82) and stabilizing effects included in the effectiv
shear viscosityhh(q8) and the dielectric torque;ea

e f f(q8)
~the complexity of this expression arises from the field d
tortion 2“f).

The torque contributionsG2 and G3 along a vertical cut
through the roll center (x50 in Fig. 2! are shown in Fig. 4
for our case with a comparatively largea2 and not too small
value fora3 /ua2u50.15. They are both symmetric inz. G2
has extrema of opposite sign at the center (z50) and at the
boundaries (z56d/2). G3 has its maximum at the cente
and is zero at the boundaries. A director configuration
described by the one-mode approximation@nx(z)
;cos(pz/d)#, i.e., maximal at the center, zero at the boun
05171
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aries, and no sign change is not adapted well to the torqueG2
~see Fig. 4, curveI ). Thus, if G2 dominates, the one-mod
approximation is not satisfactory and the resulting thresho
are overestimated considerably. This would be the case
the usual materials wherea3 /ua2u is very small. Including
the second mode@Fig. 2~b! and curveII in Fig. 4# resolves
this problem and leads to an excellent approximation forqc ,
Uc . In our casea3q82/ua2u is, in fact, appreciable, andG3
reinforcesG2(z) in the central region. Then already the on
mode approximation captures the dominant effects. Thi
also the case in conventional planar EC withsa.0, where
the roles ofa2 and2a3 are interchanged.

Interestingly, the homeotropic one-mode (M50) thresh-
old formula ~3! goes over into the planar one-mode formu
relevant forsa.0, ea,0 @4# if one interchanges the sub
scripts i↔' and the material parametersK11↔K33,
h1↔h2 , a2↔2a3. These correspondences occur natura
when switching the boundary conditions between homeo
pic and planar.

Actually, in the homeotropic geometry, the effective vi
cosity is relatively large, which explains why the threshold
higher than in the planar geometry~see below!. The strong
damping effect of the dielectric torque resulting from t
large value ofea is also responsible for the relatively low
cutoff vcuttq50.7.

B. Nonlinear range

Penetrating into the nonlinear regime~increasing the volt-
age above threshold!, we observe at low frequencies
gradual decrease of the size of the patches and acceler
of the dynamics, and thereby a continuous transition into
chaotic state. At high frequencies~abovev* ), on the other
hand, the soft square pattern undergoes a broad trans
ending in a crystal-like, rigid, almost perfect, quadratic la
tice which we call hard-square pattern with sharp bounda
between differently oriented domains~see Fig. 5!. Hard-
square domains coarsen with time and do not qualitativ
change with the voltage up to a critical value where th
undergo a discontinuous transition to chaos. The hard-sq
pattern occurs also belowv* down tovtq50.34 where the

FIG. 4. Sketch of vertical cuts through the center of a conv
tion roll (x50) for homeotropic alignment~arbitrary units!. Left
panel represents in-plane directornx in Figs. 2~a! ~solid! and 2~b!
~dashed!. Right panel represents torque contributionsG2 andG3.
3-4
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ELECTROCONVECTION IN NEMATIC LIQUID . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051713 ~2002!
transition line merges with the onset of chaos. A more
tailed study of the square patterns~soft and hard! is under
way.

We have also performed a numerical stability analysis
the roll solutions in the weakly nonlinear regime~see Fig. 6!.
With the above parameters, we find that the transition to r
is replaced by a transition to squares abovev theo* tq50.6,
which correlates well with the experimentally observ
crossover to squares atv* tq50.56. The instability arises
when the Landau coefficientgs describing saturation of the
roll amplitude at cubic order becomes larger than the coe
cientgcr describing the interaction between the two roll sy
tems with orthogonal wave vectors. Both coefficients gr
with increasing frequency due to the growing effect of v
cosity. However, the increase is stronger forgs because for
the two-dimensional velocity field the adverse viscosity
fects are particularly large. In Fig. 6 we show a stabil
diagram in thee,q plane for a frequency slightly below
v theo* . Note the narrow cross roll stable range which shrin
to zero abovev theo* tq .

FIG. 5. Snapshot of a section of hard square patterns atvtq

50.53 ande50.81. ~size 330mm3330mm!. The inset shows a two
times enlargemented section of size 55mm355 mm.
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Squares at the onset are also observed in Rayleigh-Be´nard
convection in the presence of boundary plates with finite h
conductivity, consistent with the theory~see, e.g., Refs
@21,22#!. Recently, also square patterns with a subsequ
~secondary! transition to rolls have been found in Be´nard-
Marangoni convection@23#, although this is not supported b
theory @24#. One actually has expected subcritical hexago
at threshold, which is excluded in our case for symme
reasons. Our system is unique in the sense that the trans
from rolls to squares at threshold can be easily induced
varying the frequency as secondary control parameter.

Moreover, we find that in the roll regime the long
wavelength ZZ instability@25# destabilizes rolls already a
onset, since the ZZ line, which emerges from the po
Uc ,qc ~this is generic for isotropic systems@26#! is tilted
with a strong slope to the right~see Fig. 6!. This, together
with the fact that the ZZ instability is generally of supercri
cal nature@27#, explains the experimentally found ZZ pa
terns @see Fig. 1~a!#. Such effects would be difficult to ob
serve in the Rayleigh-Be´nard convection in simple fluids

FIG. 6. Stability diagram from a weakly nonlinear calculatio
slightly below the transition pointv theo* to squares. Above the neu
tral curve (N, thin solid line!, the Eckhaus~dashed! and ZZ insta-
bility ~ZZ, thick solid! are shown. Outside the elongated bubble
the center rolls are cross roll unstable. The region (q2qc ,e)'0 is
enlarged in the inset.
.
FIG. 7. Planar alignment, showing the comparison of experiment~filled squares! and linear theory~solid line! for the onset of convection
Dotted lines show theoretical curves for homeotropic alignment. Threshold voltage vs frequency~a! and wave number vs frequency~b!.
3-5
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BUKA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051713 ~2002!
where the ZZ line tilts to the left~except in the large Prand
number case, where it is essentially vertical@25#!. Both
slopes result mainly from mean-flow effects, which have o
posite signs for the two systems@28#. In isotropic systems
the advection term (v•“) v is responsible for the mean flow
whereas in nematics the anisotropic viscous terms give
main contribution@28#.

Studies on coupled amplitude equations show that squ
suffer the same types of long-wave instabilities as rolls.
particular, one expects the ZZ instability to persist in t
square regime@27#, and this appears to be the reason for
undulations of the soft squares near threshold~see Fig. 1!. A
detailed discussion of the weakly nonlinear properties will
given elsewhere.

IV. PLANAR ALIGNMENT

For planar alignmentn5 x̂, one first has a splay Fre´eder-
icksz transition at a critical voltageUF151.6 V where the
director starts turning into thez direction. Experimentally, we
find that EC sets in on the homogeneously distorted state
voltage which, for low frequency, is about 40% of the thres
old in the homeotropic case. For increasing frequency,
ratio moves towards 1. Well-aligned rolls appear at
threshold@see Fig. 10~a!# in the whole frequency range, lik
that in ordinary anisotropic EC, however, with orientati
parallel to the director alignment, contrary tonormal rolls in
ordinary EC. The wave number is at low frequency, ab
50% smaller than in the homeotropic case. It scales w
d21, as has been checked for samples with thicknesses in
range of 4 –50mm.

Figures 7~a,b! show the critical voltage and wave numb
at the onset as a function of the frequency. Continuous li
are theoretical curves calculated on the basis of a linear
bility analysis of the Fre´edericksz state, using the materi
parameters from the homeotropic fit.~For comparison, dotted
lines indicate the theoretical curves of the direct transition
EC for the homeotropic alignment.!

Due to the Fre´edericksz-distorted ground state, the the
retical analysis is more tedious than in the homeotropic c
Since the critical voltageUc for onset of EC is considerabl

FIG. 8. Planar alignment, showing a representative snapsho
ter a jump toe50.2, and showing fronts that move in~size 260
mm3200 mm!.
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higher thanUF1, the Fréedericksz distortion is strong (nz
'1 in the midplane! when EC sets in and there are strong
distorted boundary layers. To resolve the boundary layer
the numerical Galerkin analysis, at least 8z modes~Tcheby-
shev polynomials! are required. Keeping two time-Fourie
modes results in a good quantitative fit to the experimen
points ~especially for the low-frequency range!, which pro-
vides an additional argument for the correctness of the
rameters taken from the homeotropic case. Forvtq,0.4, the
analysis confirms the parallel rolls~roll axis in thex direc-
tion!, whereas forvtq.0.4, normal rolls have a slightly
lower threshold. This slight discrepancy with the expe
ments could not be resolved by using morez modes.

We have not followed up this discrepancy because at
time the nature of the bifurcation is unclear. In the expe
ments one can identify a jump in the contrast, although
did not find hysteresis~if any, it should be less, than 0.01 V
the measuring uncertainty!. The transition is mediated by
fronts as demonstrated in Fig. 8. The snapshot shows pat
ing fronts traveling inward after an increase of the voltag
However, there are indications that a low-contrast patt
arises already at voltages slightly before the jump. At t
time, we cannot exclude the possibility that this is due to
memory effect from previous runs. Possibly, the stro
torques in the boundary layers can impose a long-las
imprint in the surface anchoring properties, which could le
to the type of precursor observed. A preliminary weakly no

f-

FIG. 9. Snapshot of ZZ modulated parallel rolls in planar alig
ment atvtq50.32 and two differente; ~a! e50.30, ~b! e51.04
~size of both pictures: 260mm3200 mm!.
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linear analysis exhibits a bifurcation, which at low freque
cies is weakly supercritical. Rather small changes of the
rameters or additional effects not included in the stand
theory ~e.g., flexoelectricity and weak-electrolyte effect!
could change this into a subcritical bifurcation.

Increasing the voltage in the experiments, the para
rolls persist in somee range before they become ZZ mod
lated ~see Fig. 9!. Further above, a transition to ‘‘stripe do
mains’’ occurs, which consist of elongated domains o
thickness of several rolls running parallel with the rolls. Th
is followed by the transition to chaos. In addition, belo
vtq50.1, we detect in thee range between the ZZ rolls an
stripes a dynamic state with round shaped bubbles, isol
or several in a row, running along the rolls. Snapshots of
above structures are shown in Figs. 10~a–e! for vtq50.05.
A comprehensive experimental voltage-frequency phase
gram is presented in Fig. 11.

FIG. 10. Snapshots of EC patterns in planar alignment w
increasinge at vtq50.05; ~a! parallel rolls (e50.17), ~b! ZZ rolls
(e51.07), ~c! ‘‘running bubbles’’ (e53.45), ~d! stripe domains
(e54.45), and~e! chaos (e58.8). Size of~a!, ~b!: 225 mm3225
mm; size of~c!, ~d!, ~e!: 150 mm3225 mm.
s

.

v.

.

ol
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that EC can occ
even for materials with large positive dielectric anisotrop
provided the anisotropy of the conductivity is negative. F
homeotropic alignment one has a direct transition to E
whereas for planar alignment, EC occurs above a Fre´eder-
icksz transition. The scenario of patterns observable in
homeotropic case is distinct from that found in thermal co
vection of isotropic fluids. The comparison with theory h
allowed us to infer material parameters that are difficult
measure directly. The signs and values ofa1 anda3 turn out
to be unconventional, although admissible in view of t
vicinity of the nematic-smectic transition.
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